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July 2018

Summer Updates

Well here we are again, another wet month in Florida, summer rains
have slowed us down a bit on projects, but we are still plugging away.
Look at the pictures below the first picture (left) is # 6
Green, the next picture (center) is # 2 forward tee, and the last
picture (right) is # 8 green, this is after an afternoon rain just over 6”
on Friday July 27th

The new ADA accessible ramp was poured
this month at the Hobby House. ( picture
right) we will be installing railings on entire
ramp and then that will complete the job.

We installed 2 ADA lifts at the pool
complex in July. One in the Pool and
another in the Spa. Both lifts operate of
off hydraulic water pressure no electricity
or battery packs are needed. They are
very smooth and simple operating lifts

We purchased a couple of new lounge
chairs for the pool that are about 3
inches higher than the old lounge chairs to
make it a little easier to get in and out of.
We are trying them out now. so far, they
seem to be well liked. Should be able to
purchase replacements and have them in
by Nov 1st
Rows 60 and 70 on Gulf view are
complete. All utilities were moved
to the proper side, concrete was
poured for patio, benches were
installed on each patio and roads
were installed.
What a great upgrade!!!!

#1 well pump ,motor
and shaft were pulled
this month and they
are currently working
on running cameras and
inspection tools down
the well to inspect the
casing . we will
determine what needs
to be done after all
inspections are done

Sadly, we had to take down the
tree between the Hobby House
and the Citrus Center. We
were maintenance pruning and
saw that the center of the
tree was rotten .

Have a Great Summer !!!!!!
See Ya soon

